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In the age of the Internet, dubbing
any fragment of language “new” puts
wordsmiths on shaky ground. The
newness of Unofficial English is in its
focus on words that haven’t been documented in leading North American
dictionaries, or have acquired new
meaning sinceappearingin thosedictionaries.
“You’ll find words you’ve never seen
before — even though they’ve been
around for decades,” Barrett says in
the introduction to the dictionary.
It’s a collection of language — more
than 750 words — that deserves more
attention.
A thrillionaire, for instance, is a
wealthy Richard Branson type who
pursues expensiveanddangerous pastimes.
A pudding ring describes facial hair
made up of a moustache and goatee.
Sandbox isn’t theplayground staple,
it’s military slang for a country in the
Middle East, and a paleoconservative
is someone withoutdatedor old-fashioned conservative beliefs.
D-girls are junior film industry executives, frankenbites are TV clips edited together to manufacture drama on
a reality show and ego ramps are catwalks or stage spurs that extend into
or over a concert audience. Fratmosphere is an environment resembling
or affiliated with a college fraternity.
“It’s not agoofy bookof wacky words
so much as it’s a companion to your
everyday dictionary,” says Barrett,
who is project editor for the Historical Dictionary of American Slang and
editor of the Oxford Dictionary of
American Political Slang.
Themostcontroversial sectionofUnofficial English is titled Colourful
Names for Whitey, which comprises
racist epithets or nicknames for Caucasian westerners that are unique to
various regions around the globe.
A companion section cites derogatory terms used withinanethnicgroup
or race to insult its own members.
“Information, not provocation, was
the intent,” says Barrett, noting the
lists were included because of their
substance. “Like the rest of the book,
I tried to treat them in a giggle-less,
outrage-free fashion.”
It quickly becomes evident in scanning the dictionary that widely used
Canadian words suchas “stagette”are
rarely foundor unknowninAmerican
conversation and texts.
“Even though there might not be a
physicalborder, thepsychologicalbarriers do a fair bit to keep words inside
the margin,” says Barrett, a New Yorker. “We’ll get (the word’s meaning)
but we’llalso recognize that it’s not native to us … so we’ll keep our hands
off, which is usually something Americans aren’t known for.”
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They split into three groups before
launching simultaneous attacks on
three Israeli defensive positions: a
look-out tower, a tank and an armoured personnel carrier facing
Gaza. They blew open the tank’s rear
doors with a missile fired from pointblank range before tossing grenades
inside.
Two of the tank crew died and another was severely wounded, but the
third, the gunner, was forced out of
the wreckage at gunpoint.
Meanwhile, two other attackers attacked a nearby concrete watchtower. One got inside and was climbing
the spiral stairs when Israeli soldiers
in theguardroomat the topof the tower fired down the stairwell and killed
him, defence sources said.
A second attacker was shot dead as
he fled from the watchtower across
open, sandy ground.
The troop carrier was damaged in
another attack but it was unoccupied.
Theattackers thenescapedbackinto
Gaza by cutting their way through the
perimeter fence. Later, three Israeli
tanks followed them into Gaza, supported by an Israeli attack helicopter,
but they couldfindno traceof thefugitives.
While more than 25 Palestinians,
mostly civilians,havediedin recent violence, the two soldiers were the first
Israeli deaths, prompting calls among
Israelis for amassivemilitary response.
Army commanders were drawing up
plans for offensivegroundoperations,
but their hand was stayed by uncertainty over the kidnapped soldier.
Thelast similar incident was in1994,
when Cpl. Nachson Waxman, a 19year-old Israeli-American, was abducted. Israeli commandos stormed
the safe house where Waxman was
held, but he died in the raid.
Hamas’s armed wing, the Izzedine
Al-Qassam Brigades, says it supported the operation, but primary responsibility was taken by the Popular
ResistanceCommittees,a smallbut increasingly active militant brigade.
It described the attack as a retaliation for Israel’s assassination of several senior PRC members, including
the commander, Jamal Abu Samhadana, who was killed in an air strike
earlier this month.
With files from The Associated Press

Recently Derrick Dodge purchased 1300 surplus vehicles from DaimlerChrysler that other dealers in
Canada were not able to sell. These vehicles are NOT hail damaged vehicles, and they are NOT flood
vehicles. Wepurchased these vehicles inaneffort tohelpDaimlerChrysler sell the remaining 2005models.
They come with FULL FACTORY WARRANTY and ZERO MILEAGE. Never before and never again will
Edmonton and area consumers see discounts like these. We only have 400 vehicles remaining. You will
see discounts as high as $15,000 dollars!!! Hurry in for best selection!!! They are going fast!!!
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